‘Firing’ a patient: May a psychiatrist unilaterally terminate care?

Dear Dr. Mossman:
One of my patients, Ms. A, keeps calling in to refill her prescription, but will not come in for an appointment; she needs the medication, but I really shouldn’t keep prescribing it without seeing her. Another patient, Mr. B, has an open chart, but he stopped seeing me last year after I treated him for an acute depressive episode. May I “fire” these patients? If so, what should I do?
Submitted by “Dr. C”

All physicians occasionally encounter patients whom we’d like to stop treating, but because we feel devoted to those we treat, the idea of “firing” a patient makes us uncomfortable. Sometimes, however, ending a treatment relationship is the right choice for the doctor and patient.¹

To know why, how, and when you may terminate your professional relationship with a patient, you need to:
• understand the legal and ethical status of a doctor-patient relationship
• know the proper way to end treatment relationships
• decide whether ending your care of the patient is the right medical and ethical choice.

After exploring these points, we’ll return to the cases of Ms. A and Mr. B and consider what Dr. C might do.

Doctor-patient relationships
Legal and medical authorities characterize the treatment relationship as an implicit contract that imposes certain obligations on the doctor and the patient.²³ Doctors are compelled to conduct themselves in accordance with the prevailing “standard of care.” Patients’ obligations include being honest and cooperating with care once they have agreed to a treatment plan (Table 1, page 20).³

Patients may stop seeing their doctors at any time, but a physician usually must continue to provide all necessary medical attention until either the treatment episode has concluded or both parties agree to end the doctor-patient relationship.² If a physician wishes to withdraw from a case before the need for services has ended, the physician must either make arrangements for another competent physician to assume care or give the patient ample notice and opportunity to obtain treatment elsewhere.² If a doctor fails to do this and harm to the patient results, the doctor is guilty of “abandonment,” legally defined as termination of the physician-patient relationship “at an unreasonable time or without affording the patient the opportunity to procure an equally qualified replacement.”² Physician abandonment can lead to malpractice liability,⁴ complaints to state licensing authorities,⁵ and ethical condemnation.⁶

Terminating without abandoning
Doctors commonly terminate care of their patients when they decide to move or close their practices. Accusations of abandon-
ment may arise if such career decisions are executed improperly, but these matters are not as emotionally troubling for physicians as a decision to “fire” a patient because of the patient’s behavior. Common, legitimate reasons a doctor may consider unilateral termination appear in Table 2.\(^7,8\)

Certain circumstances are not valid grounds for terminating a doctor-patient relationship. You cannot ethically decline to treat a patient whose problem lies within your areas of clinical competence solely because the patient is seropositive for human immunodeficiency virus,\(^9\) nor because of a patient’s race, religion, or other reasons that would constitute illegal discrimination.\(^3\)

Doctors who practice in rural areas must be especially cautious about terminating care because their patients may have limited access to alternate care sources.\(^10\)

Meeting with or verbally informing a patient of a termination may be reasonable in some cases, but appropriate unilateral termination of a patient usually requires providing written notification to the patient or person responsible for the patient’s care. Attorneys who specialize in risk management advise doctors to seek legal consultation when preparing a termination-of-care letter and to send it by certified mail. The letter should conform to any applicable rules or regulations where you practice. Typically, required content includes:

- notification that the physician-patient relationship is terminated
- a statement of willingness to provide emergency treatment and access to services for up to 30 days from the mailing date to allow the patient to arrange care from another provider
- an offer to transfer records to the new provider upon receiving the patient’s signed authorization to do so.\(^11\)

More discussion of the possible contents of termination letters appears in Table 3 (page 22).\(^7,12-14\)

Deciding to ‘fire’ a patient

Physicians in all specialties encounter patients whose actions generate intensely negative feelings—resentment, anger, even hate.\(^15\) But “firing” a patient should be a rare circumstance that’s not undertaken lightly. Many different circumstances can make it reasonable for a physician to consider terminating a patient’s care, so it’s difficult to provide general advice about when firing
a patient really is the right thing to do. But 1 “prescription” seems clear: consult a respected colleague first. According to psychiatrist Robert Michels, “Any physician who is thinking of firing a patient should first speak to a colleague ... This is an enormous decision and, while it might even be right at times, the physician is probably having a countertransference reaction to his patient and should really understand that before taking action.”¹

Having an anonymous consultation with a colleague offers several potential benefits, such as:

- If you’re thinking about firing a patient, you’re probably very upset. A colleague who isn’t emotionally involved can help you assess the matter more dispassionately.
- You may be feeling guilty about disliking the patient. A colleague’s empathy (“Of course you’re angry!”) can help you avoid disowning your feelings, which may make it easier to figure out how to use those feelings to help the patient.¹⁵,¹⁶
- A colleague may think of solutions that you haven’t considered, which might help you feel less frustrated about how treatment is going.
  - A colleague may help you see ways that you’re actually helping the patient, despite feeling that your work is futile.
  - If a thoughtful colleague confirms your view that terminating care is appropriate, you’ll feel better about the decision. If you document the anonymous consultation in the patient’s chart, you’ll create a record of your reasonableness and prudence—which will be helpful if you have to defend your action in court.¹²

### Revisiting the case patients
With these thoughts in mind, we return to Dr. C’s clinical dilemmas.

**Ms. A.** In retrospect, Dr. C might wish he had been clearer with Ms. A about how often she would need to see him for medication monitoring. At this point, however, Dr. C still has options besides firing Ms. A:
• Dr. C can call Ms. A to ask how she’s doing and to explain his medical responsibility to see and reassess her if he is to continue prescribing her medication. He can then follow up with a letter summarizing the conversation.

• Dr. C might ask whether some problem is preventing Ms. A from making an appointment. If, for example, Ms. A has lost her job and health insurance coverage for office visits, Dr. C might suggest options (such as seeing Ms. A once at no charge) or help Ms. A find other ways to obtain follow-up care.

Mr. B. Concerning Mr. B, we wonder, “Why not just leave the chart open?” As is the case with care provided by other specialists—including internists, obstetricians, or dermatologists—psychiatric treatment may occur in discrete episodes over many years. Patients regard a previous care provider as “their doctor” for decades after a treatment episode, and it’s comforting and valuable for former patients to know they can see their “shrink” again if they need to.
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Bottom Line

It’s ethically and legally permissible to terminate a patient’s care if you do so properly. But medically speaking, it’s usually not the best choice for the patient or the treatment relationship. Before you ‘fire’ a patient, consult a colleague to help you figure out whether another option might be wiser.